Corona Lockdown to Locked in Syndrome: A Neurosurgeon’s Perspective
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Abstract

We are spending our days today in a nationwide lockdown. The government should be lauded for taking a firm stand and announcing this lockdown well in time. Perhaps the benefits of social distancing cannot be more emphasized to prevent the spread of the dreaded coronavirus as witnessed by some of the developed nations who missed out by announcing it very late. In this lockdown period when we are primarily confined to our home, people face this dilemma of what to do and what lies ahead. Suddenly people find themselves in a situation where they are forced to stay at home and there is fear and turmoil all around. The mindset in this situation quickly becomes negative and as is well known “empty mind is devil’s workshop.” The need of the hour is to get constructively active and keep the positive vibes going.
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In neurosurgical parlance, a syndrome described as locked in syndrome is well known.¹ This is caused mostly by ventral pontine lesions due to bilateral interruption of corticospinal and corticobulbar tracts. This leads to disruption of voluntary control of limb muscles and medullary motor nuclei. The patient is locked in and there is no voluntary movement of any of the four limbs, as well as no speech. However, since the tegmentum of pons is spared, vertical eye movements and blinking are preserved. The consciousness and cognition too are intact, as their centers of control are above pons (►Fig. 1).

The affected person is aware of the surroundings; he can see and hear, understand, and communicate with eye movements. The treatment for this is primarily supportive and involves multidisciplinary approach. There have been instances of few people having been in this locked in state but have been so very positive in adversity and were able to make extremely notable contributions.¹² Gary Parkinson, a professional footballer is one such example. He went into this state following brain stroke. He, however, pursued with his career by continuing to be a part of Middlesbrough football club (FC)’s scout analysis team where he would watch potential players on DVD relaying his inputs through blinking. Noteworthy also is the example of Stephen Hawking, a noted English theoretical Physicist and author who is said to have been in this state and still contributed by communicating using his eyes and cheek muscles movements. He was the Lucasian Professor of Mathematics, described the Hawking radiation, and is said to have supervised 39 successful PhD students despite his disabilities. Martin Pistorius is another known patient who worked as freelance web designer/developer and published a book about his life, namely, Gost Boy. They are a few examples of people who had shown so much exemplary courage and positivity that they could contribute even in the most trying times.¹² To take a leaf out of their book, we need to understand that the lockdown is an opportunity to do something positive and constructive. It is hence a time when we must stop thinking.
negative and start rediscovering ourselves, our hobbies, and our priorities which were so far lost in our day-to-day rigmarole of continuous duty. Let us rediscover empathy, compassion for all creations of the almighty. Let us not trudge into nature lest nature trudges upon us with all its might. Let us come out of it as better human beings than before and not just get locked in by this lockdown state.
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